COVER STORY

NEW USER PLATFORM
BRINGS VITO TECHNOLOGY
TO THE MARKET
‘Brilliant’. That is the name of the technology
platform that VITO launched on 1 October
2015. Through this platform, VITO provides its
commercially-applicable technologies to companies and entrepreneurs and aims to give the
valorisation of its developments an extra boost.
The new knowledge database, which makes
the technologies known via the digital portal, is the centrepiece of the ‘VITO Innovation
Plan’. VITO’s goal? To create societal added
value for its own technologies, in cooperation
with companies and entrepreneurs. On one
hand, it revolves around Silver technologies
that easily grant companies the user rights for
free. On the other, it revolves around Platinum
novelties that haven’t appeared on the radar
yet and Golden opportunities. The latter two
categories offer the possibility to influence the
technology and/or broaden the scope of its
regional protection. Through better coordination with companies, VITO aims to expand valorisation trajectories faster and even stimulate
the creation of spin-offs.
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Nathalie Barthels, manager Intellectual Property at VITO: “Thanks to the feedback of the
users, we can adapt our technologies to societal needs. Brilliant is a straightforward way to
include companies in our knowledge development and valorise our expertise at the same
time: win-win for everyone involved.”
Hans Hoes, managing director of Terra Energy
and Solutes: “We are part of a tradition of
start-ups that successfully used VITO techno‑
logy. Alongside our sister company Solutes,
we focus on sustainable development of soil
energy. We always stay in close contact with
VITO, for example through the European
Knowledge and Innovation Community (KIC)
InnoEnergy.”

CAN CARBON DIOXIDE
VALORISATION BRING A
HALT TO CLIMATE CHANGE?

More information:
nathalie.barthels@vito.be
brilliant.vito.be

CLOSER LOOK:
THE VERSATILITY
OF DRONES

CLIMATE NEUTRALITY
THROUGH SMART GRIDS

Cover photo: Nathalie Barthels (VITO) Hans Hoes (Terra Energy)
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Dear reader,
In October 2015, we organised the
bi-annual congress BSDS, Brussels
Sustainable Development Summit,
together with our Indian partner TERI.
Opinion leaders, policy-makers and
delegates from the academic world
and industry all gathered around the
table. Our partners have one belief in
common: Sustainable development can
only be accomplished through smart
innovation and targeted investments.
Here, VITO takes the lead. Not only by
bringing challenges to light, but also by
developing real solutions, for example
through health and energy technology
or smart land use. At VITO, we do not
see sustainability as an obligation, but
as a unique opportunity.

From space, you can clearly see that
the Rio de la Plata, the mouth of the
rivers Uruguay and Paraná, is filled with
coffee-coloured sediments. Dredging works have been ongoing in the
estuary to keep the channel to the
Argentinian capital Buenos Aires open
permanently. This satellite image shows
the large natural variation in sediment
levels in the area. Even though the Belgian PROBA-V satellite was developed
primarily to keep track of the situation
of vegetation worldwide, the microsatellite has also managed to chart the
transport and dynamics of sediments.
With recordings at a resolution of 300
metres once a day and recordings at
a resolution of 100 metres every five
days, the PROBA-V is an important
addition to traditional terrain monitoring.
You can find more remarkable satellite
images on the PROBA-V website.
More information:
els.knaeps@vito.be
proba-v.vgt.vito.be

With this edition of VITO Vision, we
want to inspire you in a sustainable
manner. We will tell you all about the
homes of the future and how to build
them right now, the conversion of carbon dioxide to several useful chemical
building blocks, the near-unlimited
possibilities of drones and much more.
We hope that you find this edition
interesting and informative!

Dirk Fransaer
Managing Director VITO

PROBA-V 300 m image of Rio de la Plata, Argentina © ESA-BELSPO 2015, produced by VITO
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CREATING USEFUL CHEMICAL
BUILDING BLOCKS OUT OF CARBON
DIOXIDE
VALORISATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE THROUGH BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES

To bring a halt to climate change, we
need several strategies. One of those
strategies is Carbon Capture and Utilisation (CCU): Turning carbon dioxide
from point sources and possibly even
air into commercially-valuable chemicals. Biotechnological processes such as
fermentation and bio-electric conversion have already proven to be technically feasible.

LINSEY
GARCIA-GONZALEZ
linsey.garcia-gonzalez@vito.be
> Master of Engineering:
Bio-engineer Chemistry at
the KU Leuven
> Doctor of Bioscience
Engineering at the UGent
> Active within VITO as senior
scientist for projects related
to gas fermentation

“Our research on fermentation for the
valorisation of waste streams has been
running for five years, but only in the
last couple of years did we start using
carbon dioxide in our processes,” Linsey
Garcia-Gonzalez, researcher at VITO,
explains. “By feeding carbon dioxide to
specific bacteria under specific circumstances, polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) is
created: a polymer with plenty of application possibilities.”
Unique infrastructure
The production of PHA occurs in the
presence of oxygen and hydrogen. To
use this potentially explosive gas mixture safely, VITO developed a unique
setup: a bioreactor attached to a special gas analysis and dosage system.
“Our system complies with the European ATEX guidelines (ATmosphères
EXplosibles),” says Garcia-Gonzalez.
“By using an online gas chromatograph
we always know the exact composition
of the gas phase in the reactor and can
ensure safety, even for processes that
require oxygen. Moreover, this system

allows us to adjust the gas composition continuously based on usage. Our
very own software system controls the
adjustments.”
First tests with real waste gas
After tests with synthetic gas mixtures,
the first step was taken towards the use
of real carbon dioxide-rich waste gases
from the industry. “The experiments
showed similar PHA yields under ana‑
logous working conditions,” GarciaGonzalez adds. In 2015, a doctoral
study on the subject was completed.
In cooperation with the UGent, Salatul
Mozumder studied how PHA can
be produced from industrial organic
bypass flows and carbon dioxide.

Patented electrodes
Carbon dioxide can be converted
through bio-electric conversion. In that
case, bacteria turn carbon dioxide into
useful chemical products such as acetate or ethanol through the presence of
electric currents. VITO has two patented
electrodes on the market: VITO CoRETM
and VITO CaSETM. These electrodes are
gas porous and coated with bioactive
layers that contain bacteria. Instead of
bacteria, enzymes are also capable of
driving the reaction. In a post-doctoral
research project (Marie Curie ELECTROENZEQUEST, 2013-2015), the enzymatic
conversion of carbon dioxide into formic

“THE SURPLUS OF GREEN
ENERGY CAN BE USED TO
POWER ELECTROSYNTHESIS
MODULES ON A LARGE
SCALE.”

acid was optimised. The technology can
now be used to create more high-quality
components.
Green energy
“We need a lot of energy to convert
carbon dioxide into new substances.
A bio-electrochemical system has the
advantage of being able to use electric
current as a direct source of energy,”
researcher Deepak Pant of VITO
explains. “Moreover, the electric current
for this process can be provided by green
energy sources, such as wind energy or
photovoltaic cells. The surplus of green
energy could be used to power electrosynthesis modules on a large scale.”
Connecting renewable energy and electric conversion was one of the central
themes of VITO’s participating projects
in the innovation competition Climate
Launchpad 2015. VITO researchers got a
place in the top 10 and will now develop
their concept into a start-up within the
framework of the Climate-KIC Accelerator Programme.

DEEPAK PANT
deepak.pant@vito.be

3D printing
In the next years, VITO aims to adapt
the properties of PHA out of carbon
dioxide to the different applications on
the one hand and study enzymatic processes for carbon dioxide conversion to
monomers on the other, all within the
framework of the MIP(1)-project CO2MPASS (2015-2017).

> Master of Environmental
Sciences at the G.B Pant
University of Agriculture and
Technology in Pantnagar
(India)
> Postgraduate ‘Intellectual
Property Rights’ at the Indira
Gandhi National Open University in New Delhi (India)

Garcia-Gonzalez: “For example, the
copolymer polyhydroxybutyrate-valerate (PHBV) is required for 3D printing.
Combined with polylactic acid, it creates a sustainable filament that can
serve as raw material for 3D printing.
We can acquire PHBV through fermentation. We can create lactic acid, the
monomer of polylactic acid, out of carbon dioxide via the enzymatic process.”

> Doctor of Chemistry at Teri
University in New Delhi
(India)
> Active within VITO as senior
scientist for projects related
to microbial electrosynthesis
and (bio) electrical conversion of carbon dioxide
The last step of creating electrodes consists of pressing the carbon layer onto a metal mesh.

(1)

Environment and Energy Technology Innovation Platform - www.icleantechvlaanderen.be

Pilot installation in India
In India, VITO is also working on the
development of carbon dioxide conversion. The Indian petrochemistry company Indian Oil founded a Centre of
Excellence for CO2 Conversion in 2013
along with 10 partners, including VITO.
Their aim is to build a large-scale pilot
installation in five years.
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RENNOVATES: RENOVATING USING
SMART ENERGY CONTROL
VITO SOFTWARE FOR CONSTRUCTION AND NEIGHBOURHOOD CONTROL AIMS TO PREVENT THE ELECTRICITY
GRID FROM OVERLOADING
and several construction firms and
housing associations aim to renovate
111,000 social houses and turn them
into zero-energy buildings. The Royal
BAM Group SA is extending its engagement in that project to REnnovates.

Wim Debacker and Chris Caerts

As more and more renewable energy
runs through our electricity grid, grid
operators, producers and consumers
increasingly need to cooperate in order
to prevent overload or shortages. Within
the framework of the European innovation project REnnovates, VITO studies
how smart software can play a role in
large-scale renovation projects.
Since September 2015, VITO/EnergyVille cooperates with project
partners from several European
countries in the Horizon 2020 project REnnovates. Research centres,
construction firms and energy suppliers study how entire neighbourhoods can be renovated in one go.
Taking into account energy manage-

ment, the renovated buildings are
equipped with smart controls and connected to a smart grid that controls the
consumption of the building based on
the available energy supply. “The buildings create their own renewable energy
through solar panels and generate heat
with heat pumps. A smart grid, which
controls the heat pumps when needed
and stores surplus energy in batteries,
matches supply to demand,” says Chris
Caerts, project manager Smart Grid
Technology at VITO/EnergyVille.
Counter at zero
REnnovates builds on the results of
the Dutch construction project De
Stroomversnelling. In this project, created in 2013, the Dutch government

In the long run, partners VITO/
EnergyVille and the Royal BAM Group
SA plan to renovate entire social
housing neighbourhoods, consisting
of clusters of 50 to 200 houses and
connect them to a smart grid through
REnnovates. First, the houses are
provided with a new - better
insulated - building envelope (insulation layer between the inner and outer
parts of the house) to reduce energy
consumption. Next, they are disconnected from the gas pipeline and a
heat pump, fed by the solar panels
on the roof, is installed. This turns the
buildings into zero-energy buildings:
Yearly consumption equals their own,
green energy production.
Smart buildings and neighbourhoods
For VITO/EnergyVille, which develops software to control buildings
and smart grids, the impact of the
network is an essential element of
zero-energy construction. “First, we
model the energy demand to the
buildings, not only in terms of the
building characteristics, but also by
taking into account the habits of the
inhabitants,” says Chris Caerts. “Next,
we study how to best use the flexibility of energy demand to support
the smart grid along with Dutch grid

“The REnnovates project will also
be deployed in Spain and Poland,
but through the support of VITO/
EnergyVille we can play a leading
role in the Netherlands. With VITO/
EnergyVille and BAM Belgium we also
aim to study the potential of smart grid
technology for the Belgian market.”
Maarten Hommelberg,
Project Manager Innovation
BAM Advice & Engineering

This house has been renovated as part of the Dutch project ‘Stroomversnelling’.

operator Stedin, create actual business
cases and develop an optimisation
system. By continuously fine-tuning
the smart grid for an increasing and
diverse number of buildings, inhabitants will be able to live in inexpensive
and zero-energy buildings.”

In the Netherlands, De Stroomversnelling has already renovated 70 buildings and turned them into zero-energy
homes. Using this test group - which
may be expanded - VITO/EnergyVille
aims to create a base template for
control software in the next year-

and-a-half. This template will become
smarter and smarter when new energy
data is added.

More information:
chris.caerts@vito.be

DESIGN FOR CHANGE: A HOUSE FOR EVERY FUTURE
People in Flanders still construct very
static homes, which focus on one form
of living. But the increasing lack of
materials and rapidly changing construction norms force us to adjust our views.
That is why VITO/EnergyVille and OVAM
focus on design for change.
To help the Flemish construction sector
and construction policy to evaluate both
dynamic and static forms of living, VITO/
EnergyVille and OVAM have made an
evaluation and transition framework in
cooperation with the KU Leuven and the
VUB. This evaluation framework takes
into account design guidelines, the total
cost and the environmental impact of
an element, building or neighbourhood
throughout its entire life.
To test dynamic forms of construction,
a few Flemish and Dutch organisations
defined four transition experiments. Wim
Debacker, researcher at VITO/Energy‑
Ville: “In cooperation with OVAM, we

gathered these front-runners and organised four ‘co-creation sessions’. The
experiments involved the renovation of
a couple of student houses on the VUB
campus in Etterbeek, a new building for
the fabrication lab Timelab in Ghent,
tracking down and giving a new destination to existing construction components in cooperation with consultancy
firm Rotor and a construction kit for
expandable and moveable building
modules to deal with the increasing lack
of available space in Flemish schools.”
VITO/EnergyVille uses its expertise in
the domain of design for change in the
European BAMB (‘Building As Material
Banks’) project, a Horizon 2020 project on reversible and circular construction. The BAMB project has received
funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme (grant agreement 642384).
www.bamb2020.eu

More information:
wim.debacker@vito.be
www.ovam.be/veranderingsgerichtbouwen
(only available in Dutch)

“By adapting our construction
concept to future needs, we prevent construction waste. Thanks to
VITO/EnergyVille, we give this relevant theme legs to stand on, come
into contact with inspiring partners
and create a unique synergy.”
Roos Servaes,
policy officer OVAM
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INSECTS, FASCINATING
WASTE PROCESSORS
The green, compound eyes may peer
dangerously into the lens, but this black
soldier fly is a harmless specimen. As
with most fly species, the larvae grow
up to become adult insects. Millibeter,
a company in Aartselaar near Antwerp,
doesn’t let them get this far. The larvae are fed with a diet of organic waste
streams such as vegetable and fruit
waste or manure. Some of these larvae end up at VITO for research: How
can they be efficiently separated into
components? The larvae are overflowing with protein, fat and chitin, which
are all used for interesting applications
in the chemical, food and cattle feed
industries. By breaking up the larvae
and refining these substances, waste
can be turned into high-quality products.
As part of the FISCH* project
CHITINSECT, VITO strives to use chitin as building blocks for the chemical industry. But refined protein and
fats also have commercial potential.
To explore these possibilities, VITO is
cooperating with companies such as
Millibeter, and also with KU Leuven and
UGent. Currently, they are conducting
research to find the optimal biorefining
process and its effect on the functionality of the different components. On
a pilot scale, it should then be possible
to produce sufficient protein, fat and
chitin fractions to enable cattle feed
companies or the chemical sector to
use them to develop products.
*Flanders Innovation Hub for
Sustainable Chemistry
More information:
maarten.uyttebroek@vito.be

DREDGING SEEN
FROM OUTER SPACE
REMOTE SENSING CHARTS SEDIMENT LEVELS IN DETAIL

Together with Belgian consultancy firm
IMDC, VITO created a software package that allows dredging companies
to closely monitor the sediment levels
before, during and after dredging works
by using satellite images.
During the dredging process, a lot of
sediment is churned up from the seabed
through digging or suction. Dredging
firms invest in specific machines or techniques to limit the spread of sediment.
This helps them prevent or limit the
impact on fauna and flora in the water
and on the nearby land.
“A sediment plume can drift over to an
ecologically valuable coral reef or mangrove area. To protect vulnerable ecosystems, most countries have standards
to limit sediment concentrations on such
sites,” project leader Els Knaeps of VITO
says. “If those limits are exceeded, the
dredging firm has to intervene or, in the
worst-case scenario, halt the dredging
works to avoid fines. Excessive sediment
concentrations can also be caused by
natural phenomena such as storms or
intensive rainfall. Satellite images help
dredging firms to analyse the exact
cause of such excesses.”
Satellite data
The software created by VITO and
IMDC (International Marine Dredging
Consultants) uses NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Association)
and ESA (European Space Agency) satellite data. “Dredging firms use boats
or buoys that test the sediment levels
in specific places and make predictions
using models. Those methods are still
important, but they only offer a limited

Dredging is necessary to keep waterways open, but it churns up a lot of sediment.

view of the sediment levels in the entire
dredging area, both temporally and spatially,” Knaeps explains. Satellite images
are a useful addition. “Dredging companies can deduce the natural background
levels from earlier satellite images and
use them as a reference point. During
the dredging works, the sediments in
the entire area can be monitored with
current, multi-spectral satellite images.”
Through the clouds
VITO is responsible for validating and
calibrating the remote sensing models.
In the next years, VITO wants to add
new satellites. Els Knaeps: “In January
2016, the European Sentinel 2 satellite
will be added to the network. Sentinel 3
is next, sometime in 2016. In December
2015, a feasibility study was launched
with the support of BELSPO (BELgian
Science POlicy) and ESA to integrate the
Belgian PROBA-V-satellite into this form
of remote sensing. As such, the existing
products can be offered more frequently
and with more spatial detail. Drones also
play a role. On cloudy days, they can still
take useful pictures. We already experi-

mented in the ports of Zeebrugge and
Antwerp. The drones can take off from
the dredging ship and take digital camera pictures. Using that material, we can
create a detailed sediment chart.”
Mark Bollen, project engineer at IMDC:
“We offer dredging firms and energy
concerns an online web service called
‘MAST’ (MArine Supervision Tool). This
service allows them to use the information stream to make decisions onsite and
manage the works in an environmentallyfriendly manner. The bundle contains
weather forecasts, shipping data and,
thanks to VITO, also information we
have gathered through remote sensing. At IMDC, we have been working
with VITO for 10 years, and we are very
proud to be able to offer this product
together.”
More information:
els.knaeps@vito.be
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RESERVE AIR SPACE FOR YOUR DRONE

DRONES:
ON LAND, AT SEA AND IN THE AIR
VITO USES DRONES IN SEVERAL SCIENTIFIC FIELDS

Drones are being used by science for an ever-expanding range of applications. VITO is no exception. Three recent research projects
showcase that versatility. Merely flying is no longer the norm.

FLOATING DRONES
COMBAT ALGAE
Many bodies of water face excessive
algae growth. Algae deprive other
aquatic plants of sunlight and oxygen
and extract nutrients from the water.
Particularly in places where drinking
water is obtained from surface water,
algae complicate water filtration. Specialised companies often use chemical
substances to combat algae. But those
substances don’t just affect algae,
they affect the entire ecosystem.

Nele Desmet

Within the framework of the European
FP7-project ‘DRONIC’, VITO developed
a revolutionary prototype alongside
a consortium of seven partners: an
unmanned floating drone that tracks

With the number of applications for
drones on the rise, air space is getting busier. VITO’s spin-off UniFly SA
developed the software programme
SkyBridge, which shows drone users
where and when they can fly legally.
The SkyBridge programme is the first
programme on the market worldwide
to make room for commercial drones
or RPAs (Remotely Piloted Aircrafts).
Private or professional drone users who
register for the programme receive an
overview of the air space at a specific
time and the possibility to plan a drone
flight through a user-friendly interface.
“You can’t fly a drone wherever you
want,” Patrick Vanschoubroek, Venture Development Manager at VITO
explains. “There are several no-fly

zones in Belgium. Over highly populated
areas, for example, or near army bases or
windmills.“
Double gain
Using SkyBridge, users can plan their drone
flight while taking into account air traffic,
with the guarantee that they will not be
violating any air regulations. Their application won’t require a stack of forms to fill
out. Belgocontrol, the autonomous government organisation responsible for air
traffic control, plans to test SkyBridge in the
near future. “This programme saves time
and money, and brings clarity in just a few
clicks,” says Vanschoubroek. “We hope
that its use can be integrated in legislation.”

VITO was responsible for data input
and completed a demo version of SkyBridge. UniFly is currently developing
a beta version of SkyBridge and getting in touch with interested organisations in the United Kingdom, Canada
and the United States. In November
2015, Flemish Minister of Work, Economy, Innovation and Sports Philippe
Muyters announced that the Flemish government would be investing
350,000 euros in Unifly through the
SOFI (Spin-Off Financing Instrument)
programme.
More information:
andres.vanswalm@unifly.aero

VITO’s spin-off UniFly SA was founded in
2015, as a collaboration with the Belgian
consulting firm Flight Plus. Among others,

OPTIMAL BATTERY = LONGER FLYING TIME
A USV (Unmanned Surface Vehicle) or ‘water drone’: a useful weapon to fight proliferating algae.

the spread of algae autonomously and
combats the algae present with ultrasound
waves. The project is led by the Dutch
company LG Sonic, which has been using
the ultrasound wave technology for years.
“Currently we use buoys (MPC-Buoy).
Those buoys send out an ultrasound wave
in a diameter of 500 metres, which spreads
across the water surface. The wave pops
the gas vesicles of the algae, which absorb
sunlight. This means that the algae are
deprived of sunlight and die off,” says Lisa
Maria Brand of LG Sonic.
Drone duo
However, algae in very large lakes often
spread in non-homogeneous concentrations. That means that many buoys have
to be installed, even though sometimes
treatment is only needed in a few hotspots
(zones with high algae concentrations).
Due to this, LG Sonic and VITO created
floating drones as part of the DRONICproject. The drones chart the spread of
the algae and indicate which areas are at

risk. They can subsequently treat the
algae locally.
Nele Desmet, researcher at VITO: “We
use a duo of water drones that receive
their orders from a base station on
shore and then carry out their mission
autonomously. One drone measures
the algae concentration in the water.
Using that information, the second
drone navigates to locations with high
algae concentrations and sends out
quick and targeted ultrasound waves
that destroy the algae.” For this application of USVs (Unmanned Surface
Vehicles) VITO developed the central
software, which prepares missions
and visualises measurements and
algae hotspots.

From mega batteries for ships to batteries for payment devices: There is a
perfect type of battery for every application. VITO helps several companies
find the perfect battery. This is the
case for drone batteries as well. The
most important factors: price/quality
ratio and lifespan.

The ideal battery
“Every drone that is currently in use makes
use of Li-Ion batteries. These batteries are
light and have a high energy density, but
due to the numerous battery types available, the quality is often variable,” says
Grietus Mulder, researcher at VITO/
EnergyVille and an expert on energy storage. For the young Belgian firm SkyEye,
which manufactures drones for professional
purposes (such as the inspection of windmills), VITO will look for the ideal drone battery in the months to come. This cooperation came about via VITO SME, the contact
point for sustainable technologies for SMEs.
Simulating flight time
In the first phase, VITO studied the characteristics of two groups of batteries: the types
used by SkyEye and a couple of alternatives.
The first step was to decide whether the
chosen batteries were up to the task. “A
drone needs a lot of power continuously.
This can easily cause batteries to overheat.
However, whether they do or not strongly
depends on the manufacturer. Even when

More information:
nele.desmet@vito.be

Grietus
Grietus Mulder
Mulder

the demand for power is high, some
batteries can only provide a low capacity.” says Mulder.
In the next research phase, VITO will
test seven battery types that were purchased after internal discussions. “We
will test the batteries for three weeks
in an installation that simulates what
it would be like if the batteries were
used intensively for drone flights over
the course of a year. As per SkyEye’s
demands, the ideal battery should allow
a drone to stay in the air for half an
hour, 10 minutes longer than the current batteries. And it should be possible to drain and recharge the batteries
within three hours. After the testing
period, the price/quality ratio can be
determined and we can select one or
two optimal batteries, which they can
use immediately.”
More information:
grietus.mulder@vito.be
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CIRCULAR
ECONOMY

A circular economy is ‘the economic system in which resources are kept at the
highest possible level of functionality at
all times’ and the material management
within this economy is critical to its success, as portrayed in the figure below.

CIRCULAR
BUSINESS MODEL

CIRCULAR DESIGN

VITO views the framework of the circular
economy as an opportunity for research
and innovation at a technological and a
socio-economical level.
More information: liesbeth.schrooten@vito.be

“OUR BIOBANK IS AN ARCHIVE
FOR THE FUTURE”

CIRCULAR
POLICY CONTEXT

HEALTH STUDY 3XG MONITORS BABIES IN DESSEL, MOL AND RETIE
RECYCLING OF
INDUSTRIAL RESIDUES
MATERIAL
RECOVERY

manufacturing
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processing
raw material
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3xG: Gezondheid (Health) - Gemeenten
(Municipalities) - Geboorten (Births). That
is the study coordinated by VITO and
commissioned by the National Agency
for Radioactive Waste and enriched Fissile Materials (ONDRAF/NIRAS) and the
local partnerships STORA (Dessel) and
MONA (Mol). The study monitors 300
babies and their mothers in the Antwerp
municipalities of Dessel, Mol and Retie.
VITO aims to preserve urine and blood
samples of several generations in its biobank.

BIOBANK

WHO IS TAKING PART?

For each participant, VITO
stores 45 urine, blood, serum,
plasma and DNA samples in its
biobank. About 13,500 samples
altogether. Some samples can
be saved at -20 °C. Others have
to be saved at a temperature of
-80 °C.

Commissioners

Created by Chris Pyper
from the Noun Project

WASTE TO
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pre-treatment

collection

PARTS
REUSE

END-OF-LIFE
RECYCLING

SAFE SINK

OTHER
CIRCULAR
PRODUCT

STRATEGIES FOR A CIRCULAR ECONOMY
CONTEXT

CIRCULAR DESIGN
A good product design
maximises the potential of other
strategies such as repair, remanufacturing and recycling.

CIRCULAR
BUSINESS MODEL
A circular business model
creates the business incentives.
Selling functionality instead
of ownership is a key concept.

CIRCULAR
POLICY CONTEXT
A policy context that
creates the optimal legal and
fiscal framework to support
the circular economy.

AT THE LEVEL OF THE PRODUCT CYCLE

REPAIR
The correction of a
specified fault to prolong
the products life time

SHARE/
RE-USE
The common use of a
product within a certain
timeframe ( sharing) or
spread over sequential
timeframes (’reuse).

REMANUFACTURE/
REFURBISH
Return product/component to
original specifications (remanufacturing) or to
satisfactory working
conditions (refurbishment).

MATERIAL
RECOVERY
The valorization of industrial
production residues from
the same production chain.

CLOSE-THE-LOOP
The valorization of materials
after a product’s end-of-life
in the same production chain.

BETWEEN DIFFERENT
PRODUCT CYCLES

END-OF -LIFE
RECYCLING
At the end-of -life the
product is converted into
reusable materials for
other product chains

PARTS REUSE
The valorization of components
and/or whole products that
can be functional in
other product chains

SECONDARY
RAW MATERIALS

RECYCLING OF
INDUSTRIAL RESIDUES

Materials that are recycled
from other production
chains

The valorization of industrial
production residues in
other production chains.

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF
THE CIRCULAR SYSTEM

PRIMARY
RAW MATERIALS
Materials that come
from nature in a nonprocessed state

WASTE TO
ENERGY
Generating heat and/or
electricity from high calorific
waste streams for which
no suitable recycling
strategies are applicable

SAFE SINK
Storage of materials
that can neither be recycled
nor converted to energy, that
protects environment and
health.

In Dessel, ONDRAF/NIRAS is preparing
to construct a surface disposal facility for
radioactive waste. All the Belgian lowand mid-level short-lived waste will be
stored safely in the facility for 300 years.
While developing the concept of the
facility, the local communities made their
demands. One of those demands was a
health study in Dessel, Mol and Retie, the
so-called 3xG-study.
In the study, samples were taken from
300 babies and their mothers in the three
municipalities. Using those samples, the
effects of pollution in the human body
are measured. VITO studies the samples
and collects them in a biobank. Greet
Schoeters, coordinator of the 3xG-study
at VITO: “We have constructed biobanks
before, but none that are meant to exist
for such a long period of time. It is our
intention to monitor the population for
300 years.” The ‘G’ of Geboorten (Births)
in ‘3xG’ therefore also means Generations.
Two-way street
Greet Schoeters: “All too often, science
is a one-way street. But with 3xG we frequently inform the participants, commis-

sioners of the study and doctors in the
region of the results. Moreover, we take
the concerns of the local inhabitants into
account. This gives us a number of analyses that can be used by both scientists
and participants and commissioners.”
Nathalie Lambrechts of VITO adds: “This
year, we mainly studied how the local
levels of heavy metals compare to the
average levels in Flanders. The region
has a history with this form of pollution.
Next year, we will study air quality data
in the region and connect the data to
the health data we have gathered.”
Plans for the future
If all goes well, the 3xG-study will continue running for many years. Greet
Schoeters: “Every 10 years, we want to
find a new group of 300 participants.
When the children are seven and 14
years old, they will be invited to provide
new samples. This will turn the biobank
into an archive for the future.”
More information:
greet.schoeters@vito.be

> ONDRAF/NIRAS: The National
Agency for Radioactive Waste and
enriched Fissile Materials.
> STORA ( (Study and Consultation
Group Radioactive Waste) and
MONA (Nuclear Waste Consultation
Mol) represent the interests of
the people in Dessel and Mol
respectively during the disposal
project.
The municipality of Retie is also taking
part in the 3xG-study.
Partners
> VITO: Department of Environment,
Risks and Health
> PIH (Provincial Institute for
Hygiene): Department of Health
> University of Antwerp:
Department of Sociology
> Vrije Universiteit Brussel: Department of Analytical and Environmental Chemistry
With special thanks to the maternity
wards of Mol, Geel and Turnhout.

JASPER LEFEVERE,
DOCTORAL STUDENT AT
VITO AND TOP JUDOKA
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“AT THE END OF JANUARY
2016, I WILL BE PRESENTING MY
DOCTORAL RESEARCH. THAT IS
MY FIRST GOAL. THE SECOND
IS QUALIFYING FOR RIO DE
JANEIRO.”

At the end of January 2016, chemist Jasper Lefevere will be presenting his doctoral research. A
few months later, he hopes to
excel at the Olympic Games in Rio
de Janeiro. For VITO VISION, the
27-year-old judoka made room in
his busy schedule.
Jasper, what is your doctoral
research at VITO about?
The past four years, I have
researched suitable carrier materials for heterogeneous catalysts
and I have researched how 3D
printing can improve the architecture of porous materials, as
well as evaluated the results
economically. Through an FWOgrant I am connected to the
Chemistry department at the
University of Antwerp (UA), but I
have conducted almost all of my
research at VITO in Mol. It was
no more than logical. At VITO,
I could rely on a lot of expertise
in my research domain and I was
offered the opportunity to work
on innovative applications. At
the end of September 2015, our
research group applied for a patent for a new design technique.
It is still too early to reveal the
details, but it is something I am
very proud of.
How do you experience the
combination of doctoral
research and top sport?
The combination is rewarding,
but not evident. These last few
years, I have constantly lived
according to my schedule. Ever
since the qualification campaign
for the Olympics started in June
2014, my sporting life has been
incredibly busy: training camps
abroad alternated with compe-

titions, weekly training sessions
with the judo federation in Nazareth, Antwerp, Leuven and my
home base Moorsele ... Thankfully, I have a very understanding
advisor at the UA and this kind
of doctoral research allows for
a flexible schedule. I conducted
the better part of my lab research
during the first two years of my
doctoral studies. In the last yearand-a-half, I’ve focused most of
my time on writing research texts.
I can also do that abroad.
What does your schedule look
like for the coming months?
At the end of January, I will be presenting my doctoral research. That
is my first goal. My second goal is
qualifying for Rio de Janeiro. Four
years ago, I just failed to make it
to the Olympics in London. Now
I want to do all I can to qualify.
Currently, I hold 35th place on the
Olympic ranking, just qualifying
me for the Olympics. I want to
do everything to consolidate that
place, by gathering points at international tournaments. Starting in
February, I will focus completely
on judo and do the best I can in
Rio. I am hoping to get a professional contract at Sports Flanders
(the former BLOSO, ed.) No matter what happens, I will continue
to be active as a judoka and I will
continue using my experience
as a scientific researcher and my
doctorate.

More information:
jasper.lefevere@vito.be

KALEIDOSCOPE
INCREASING INTEREST IN VITO’S
MEMBRANE INSTALLATIONS
Chemical and pharmaceutical companies are looking for ways
to close cycles and make their processes even more sustainable.
The use of membranes plays a large part: membranes offer an
energy-efficient alternative to thermic filtration, not only in
aqueous solutions but also in solvent-based processes.
The last two years, companies have been showing more and
more interest in VITO’s membrane technology and equipment.
Sometimes this involves lab-scale feasibility studies, but it frequently also involves demonstration tests with unique VITO pilot
equipment. In 2014, one of VITO’s pilot installations ran for eight
months at the Dutch chemical company DSM to recover a pharmaceutical component from its waste stream. Recently, VITO
used the installation to
concentrate high-quality
components from apple
pulp. Now the installation is running at a pharmaceutical company. To
meet companies’ growing interest, VITO has
ordered another pilot
installation.

BIORIZON COMMUNITY EVENT
Biorizon, a joint research centre set up by TNO, VITO and Green
Chemistry Campus, aims to join companies active in the field
of raw materials, conversion, equipment, intermediary and final
products in the world of bio-aromatics. On Tuesday 17 November 2015 Biorizon organised its second Community Event. The
audience, formed of representatives from industry and research
institutions, received an update about the progress Biorizon is
making along the ‘road to bio-aromatics’, and what challenges
lie ahead.

www.biorizon.eu

roel.vleeschouwers@vito.be

RISK MODEL S-RISK® SOON
ALSO AVAILABLE OUTSIDE
OF FLANDERS

NEW SPIN-OFF
COMMERCIALISES LASER
CLADDING TECHNIQUE

S-Risk® is a computer model that assesses the influence of polluted soil on public health. VITO launched this model in June
2013, in cooperation with OVAM (Public Flemish Waste Company). The digital model is available as a flexible web application
(www.s-risk.be) and simulates specific soil pollution scenarios.
Through a user-friendly interface chemical substances, scenarios
and parameters can be added or modified easily.

VITO is becoming more active in the economic valorisation of
its sustainability research and stimulates the spin-off creation
of marketable technologies. On 7 October 2015, the VITO spinoff Laser Cladding Venture (LCV) was officially launched. LCV
aims to market laser cladding, a technique that VITO has been
specialising in since 2010. With a laser, metal powders can be
melted onto objects into a high-quality coating. Using 3D printing, several layers of metal are applied on top of one another.
This means that the technique is exceptionally well-suited for
complex repairs or to produce accessories. In its launch phase,
LCV will carry out its activities in the VITO lab in Mol. After a
year, it will move to a new location in Limburg. Besides CEO
Jan Lambrecht and VITO, two investors joined as shareholders:
together, the Limburgse Reconversie Maatschappij (LRM, Limburg Reconversion Society) and the investment fund AAAfund
have invested 850,000 euros in this start-up.

From 1 January 2016, S-Risk® will no longer be available only
in Flanders, but also in Brussels. VITO is also willing to adapt
S-Risk® to the needs of other regions or countries: such as
including the language of the user or local data. Several governments have already indicated their interest. Through spreading
S-Risk®, VITO helps to align the way in which regions assess the
risks that come with soil pollution.

info@s-risk.be

jan.lambrecht@lcv.be
walter.eevers@vito.be

